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Our Doubles Tournament Results
We had a great turnout for our tournament on February 15th with 28 bowlers. Below are the
results. Looking forward to the next one.
  1  Elijah M. Shields / Cameron Cory
  2  Rebecah A. Corn / William L. Smith
  3  Gene Langford / Lloyd D. Neiffer
  4  Janet Burrel / James T. McCreary
  5  Lawrence C. Snyder / William D. Cox
  6  Nicole R. Lands / Jeremy C. Lands
  7  Don Summers / Jonathan C. Corn
  8  Anthony Allen / Vanessa Flanders
  9  Timothy A. McVay/ Adrian B. Shaw
10  Sarah G. Smith / Nicki J. Austin
11  Glenda Warren / Dave Warren
12  Jimmie Boone / Janice Boone
13  James M. McMorris / Carol S. Crossley
14  Sandra Snyder / Bryan G. Cuthbert



Coming Events
71st Georgia State USBC Open Championship –
April 18-19, 25-26, May 2-3, 9-10, Team Center 
(4-person teams) - Ft. Benning Bowling Center,
8140 Marne Rd., Ft. Benning, GA. Singles and Dou-
bles - Bowlero Columbus, 1636 Bradley Park Dr.,
Columbus, GA. Reserved Entries March 15. Entry
fee is $29 per bowler per event. Rules and entry
forms are available at gastateusbc.com.

Georgia Games – July 11 & 12, Bowlero Lilburn
formally “Brunswick Zone Lilburn”, 3835
Lawrenceville Hwy, Lawrenceville, GA. All
bowlers who are certified through a Georgia Bowl-
ing Association are eligible to participate. Qualifying
will be March 1 - April 30 during League Play, and
any Sanctioned Tournament held during the current
2019-2020 bowling season. Qualifying is $3.00.

Bowling Ball Basics
BowlersAdvantage.com

A bowling ball is primarily composed of two major
parts: the Coverstock and the Weight Block.
The Coverstock is the outer shell of the bowling ball, it
is the part of the ball that you see. It is also the most
influential element of the ball when it comes to hook
potential because it is the part of the ball that is
actually making contact with the lane surface. 
Bowling balls are made of four main different types of
Coverstocks: Plastic, Urethane, Reactive Resin, and
Particle (Proactive). The big difference between these
coverstock materials is how they perform and react on
the lane surface. When a ball is rolled down the lane,
friction is created from the contact between the
coverstock and the lane surface. The more friction
created from this contact usually means more hook
potential. How much friction is created will vary
depending on the ball’s coverstock type.
Plastic – This coverstock is a very smooth surface and
offers the least friction and therefore has the least
hook potential available. This type of ball is good for
beginners who desire their own ball with a proper fit
to their hand. Intermediate and advanced bowlers also
use this type of ball for shooting spares as it is a very
predictable reaction due to its very low hook potential.
Urethane – This coverstock is more durable than
plastic and offers more friction between the ball and
the lane surface. Therefore, urethane has a higher
hook potential than plastic. Due to the increased
friction on the lane, urethane tends to deflect less
which results in better pin action. This type of ball is a
good next step up from a plastic as it is still very
controllable yet offers increased hook potential.

Reactive Resin – This coverstock is actually less
durable than plastic or urethane, but offers much
more friction, hook potential, and pin action. Due to
the much higher friction they create, reactive resin
balls tend to be more sensitive to lane conditions,
and operator error too, and therefore are generally a
little more difficult to control. This type of ball is
designed for the intermediate or advanced bowler
who desires a lot of hook-ability and an “arsenal” of
potential lane reactions.
Particle (Proactive) – This coverstock is a snow tire
with chains! The surface of this coverstock has a
“bumpy” feel to it allowing the ball to dig into the lane
surface creating the most friction available on
heavily oiled lanes. This type of ball is a must for the
intermediate and advanced bowler’s arsenal.
The Weight Block of a bowling ball is found inside the
ball beneath the coverstock (shell). There are two main
types of weight blocks — High Mass and Low Mass.
A High Mass weight block is usually a pancake shaped
weight block that is usually placed close to the shell of
the ball. This type of weight block promotes a lot of length
down the lane as it does not tend to allow the ball to get
into a heavy roll. A Low Mass weight block can be a
variety of shapes and densities and is usually placed
more towards the center or middle of the ball. This allows
for a heavier roll which helps increase hook potential.


